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School-leaver programmes
A guide to planning, implementing
and monitoring market leading
school leaver programmes
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Maximise your Finance Talent

Thousands of highly able 18-year-olds are turning
down the university route and claiming roles previously
deemed possible only for graduates. Make sure
you understand why hundreds of employers are
rebalancing their recruitment to include school leavers
and how you can ensure you are not left behind.

Three easily navigated sections:

1
2
3

BUILDING AWARENESS

For those who have never
recruited or employed school
leavers.
SELF-ASSESSMENT

For those recruiting or employing
school leavers who would like to
enhance their programmes.
IMPLEMENTATION

Making the changes to ensure
your business doesn’t miss out.
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Building Awareness
We have prepared this insight report to assist you
in attracting, selecting and developing the very best
school leavers with programmes that are flexible,
innovative and, above all, add value to your organisation.

Are you missing out on the thousands
of talented young people entering the
workforce at age 18? Do you have the
diversity of talent in your organisation
to examine your clients’ issues from
different angles?
If you are currently considering starting
a school-leaver programme, have
recently done so and you are reviewing
how well it has been implemented - or
perhaps you want to enhance a well
established programme - this report will
give you insight.
AAT is the largest technician institute in
the UK with over 70,000 students and
First Intuition is the AAT Large Training
Provider of the Year 2018. Together
we wish to help firms and individuals
achieve growth through learning and
practical work experience.
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The landscape for talent
– what has changed?
How well informed are you about the landscape for talent in your
industry and the changes that have taken place in the last few years? Do
you believe school leavers are a vital part of your organisation’s talent
pool or an unnecessary distraction?

The learn, earn and churn years
For many years the idea of a ‘war for talent’ has existed; organisations
fighting against each other for the best people in the market.
During the 1990s and into the beginning of the 21st century, the war for
talent was mainly fought on the battlegrounds of university campuses.
Organisations recognised that graduates offered a stable source of
talent with the relevant skills and experience to apply in the workplace.
Graduates took advantage of the opportunity for a structured and stable
career path while keeping their options open about their future career, on
completing a professional qualification.

For many years the idea
of a ‘war for talent’ has
existed; organisations
fighting against each
other for the best people
in the market.

This model became an efficient and effective means for firms in practice
to recruit and develop the best talent and it established the following
features that remained unchanged for over 20 years:

Graduates

The learn, earn and
churn model

Single market for talent
Single entry point
Single pathway
Common reward structure
Clearly defined role
Predictable pass rates
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The learn, earn and yearn model
Beginning in the late 2000s a series of events took place which shook up
the landscape for talent and led organisations to examine other sources
of talent:
• The financial crash of 2008;
• The introduction of university tuition fees;
• Growing commitment to diversity and inclusion in the workplace; and
• Government pressure to improve social mobility in the profession.
The combination of these factors led organisations to re-evaluate their
definition of talent and the places that talent could be found.

Balancing the benefits
of employing from a
wider pool of talent
alongside the increased
cost and uncertainty
is the new battleground
in the war for talent.

A new model has emerged with a blended pool of talent, mixing together
school leavers with graduates and adults with experience in other
industries and roles. Organisations have designed new entry routes, job
roles and programmes to appeal to a wider audience. The core aspects
of the current model – work experience, professional qualification
training, continuing professional development, salary and benefits, and
career progression – remain unchanged. Your organisation has the
fundamental building blocks already in place to appeal to a wider pool of
talent.

Graduates

The learn, earn and
yearn model

Experienced hires
School leavers

Multiple sources of talent
Multiple entry points
Multiple learning solutions
Flexible reward structures
Flexible roles and working patterns
Less predictable pass rates

The greater flexibility and
complexity required of programmes
to attract school leavers inevitably
leads to increased costs for the
organisation, along with increased
uncertainty about the future and
therefore the need for constant
review and change.
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The landscape
for talent – what
are the pathways
available for
school leavers?

Diverse sources of talent require diverse
pathways to reach their full potential.
Your future managers, senior managers
and partners may begin their careers
with you at different points in their
education but ultimately they each
aspire to progress to the highest levels
within your organisation.

School/college-leaver route

Where other professional bodies are
now learning the value of e-learning,
e-assessments and multiple entry
points, the AAT has a long history of
enabling a diverse student population to
access successful careers using flexible
pathways.

Accounts
and audit

AAT Level 3

AAT Level 4

Bookkeeping

Tax

The AAT has led
the industry in the
development and
implementation of
modular pathways to
qualification with attractive
fast-track routes to a
diverse range of higher
level qualifications.

ACA qualified

Audit Senior

ACCA
qualified

Account
Senior

CIMA
qualified

Management
Accountant

Bookkeeper

AAT Level 4

CTA qualified

Tax senior

First Intuition

As a national education provider
First Intuition has worked alongside
AAT in ensuring these qualifications are
delivered with flexible and innovative
solutions to meet their client needs.

With the introduction of
apprenticeship programmes there
are now excellent structured
programmes for your employees
to join which contain the AAT
qualifications within them.
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The landscape for
talent – why should I
employ school leavers
in my organisation?
Whether you run a small, medium
or large organisation, there are
compelling benefits to recruiting
and developing school leavers.
Here are a few reminders of the
benefits that school leavers can
offer to your organisation, provided
they are leveraged in the design and
implementation of your programme(s).
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Key benefits
Value
Expectations of reward are lower at the school-leaver entry point when
compared with graduates. Parity of reward with graduates is typically
achieved at the point of qualification.

Availability/diversity
Raw talent can be found at all levels of the education system.
Opening entry routes to school leavers increases the pool of raw talent
organisations can access. Wider access to talent can enable employers
to benefit from wider experience with transferable value for their clients.

Agility/adaptability
School leavers often enter the workplace with less rigid expectations of their
role. This enables them to be more agile and adapt to changes in their work
role and environment as required by the organisation to respond to changes
in the market or client needs. School leavers are often open to opportunities
for change in order to explore future options for their career direction.

Our qualifications can
support school leavers
who are on a fast track
programme onto further
study, or those who want
stepping off points along the
way, thereby providing high
success rates and better
retention and commitment
levels. We are pleased to
see recognition of this
reflected in an increase in the
number of AAT school leaver
programmes in the market.
As employers strive to create
a more dynamic and diverse
workforce we expect to see
this continue in the future.
Jenny Dack
AAT Employer
Development Manager

Retention
School leavers often have fewer preconceived ideas about employers.
This enables organisations with a supportive people strategy to create
a strong connection with their school-leaver intake. The typical length of
a school-leaver programme is 4-6 years.

Work experience
School leavers can gain experience in
your organisation as part of a structured
work experience placement. This provides
them with opportunity to learn about
your organisation and the opportunities
for a career in your industry. You have
the opportunity to learn more about your
potential employees before you commit
to training them.
There is now much publicly
available data to support the business
case for employing school leavers
in your organisation and we have
included examples of data obtained
bythe AAT in this report.

£214
Businesses report
an average increase
in productivity
of £214 per week
when they hire
school leavers
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It is not only employers who need to
change to ensure they meet the needs
of this growing school-leaver market.
Training providers cannot expect to deliver
the same programmes for school leavers
as they have for graduates over the last
twenty years.
At First Intuition we have evolved our
approach to inductions, the use of blended
programmes, the level of support, the size
of the classes and the training we give our
teams - all to take account of the different
needs of this new and growing market.
This is proving successful as we now train
more school leavers than we ever have
done before.
Martin Taylor
Chairman, FI Ltd

92% of apprentices felt that their
apprenticeships had positively
impacted their career prospects.

78%
74%
65%
83%

In 2017, the total number of
AAT student registrations for
individuals aged 18-20 was 5,585.

Source: Learners and apprentices survey 2018; AAT, various

of employers report that
school leavers lead to
improved productivity.

of employers report that
school leavers lead to
improved product or
service delivery.

of employers report
benefits of school leavers
include the ideas they bring
to the organisation.

of employers report that they
would recommend school
leavers to other businesses.

In 2017 the median full-time
salary for school leavers
was circa £17.5k.
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Self Assessment –
How ready is my organisation?

Balancing the benefits
of employing from a
wider pool of talent
alongside the increased
cost and uncertainty is
the new battleground
in the war for talent.

Has your organisation successfully designed and implemented a schoolleaver programme and now you are looking to make enhancements to it?
Maybe you are committed to offering roles to school leavers but you are
not sure how to integrate them into your existing programmes.
In this section we will:
•	explain the importance of having a clear and compelling
people plan, aligned to your organisation’s business plan;
•	provide examples of the types of matters your people function
should consider when recruiting and developing school leavers;
•	set out the key stages in the recruitment and development
process; and
•	provide you with a checklist of questions to apply to each stage
to assess your organisation’s readiness to take advantage of
the benefits of employing school leavers.
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Is your people plan fit for purpose?
The basic components of a people strategy
A people strategy can vary in size, scope and complexity to reflect
the size, scope and complexity of your organisation and the importance
of the role played by people in the execution of your business plan.
As a minimum your organisation’s people plan should encompass:
• a clear objective;
• a plan for achieving the objective;
•	key performance indicators to measure progress towards the
objective; and
•	a process for regularly monitoring progress to identify necessary
enhancements and improvements to the objective and plan.
Your people strategy is more likely to succeed if it is led from the top
(i.e. at board level), the objective and plans are clearly communicated
to your employees, you explain how each employee contributes to the
plan and you hold individuals accountable (irrespective of their level
of seniority) when they behave in conflict with the strategy.

Using your people
strategy to find solutions
Let’s examine the
following scenario:
You are the Head of People for
a small to medium-sized firm
in practice. You are seeking to
widen your search for talent into
the school-leaver market. You
have defined your overall people
strategy as ‘being the leading
employer in your region for the
best people, enabling them to
create value for our clients’.

To ensure your people
strategy is highly
effective it must be
strongly aligned to the
business strategies of
your organisation and
take into consideration
its priorities, processes
and resources.
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Recruitment
The priorities for Recruitment to achieve the people plan are:
•	Attract and recruit the best school leavers in the market place
•	Recruit 10 school leavers for our AAT programme commencing in autumn
The processes Recruitment requires to achieve the people strategy are:
•	Online application process
•	Regional candidate interview process
•	Online attitudinal assessment process
•	Validation of credentials process
• Confirmation of offer process
The resources Recruitment requires to achieve the people plan are:
• Interviewer(s)
• Assessor(s)
• Recruitment administrator(s)
• PR and marketing team

Learning and Development
The priorities for Learning and Development to achieve the people plan are:
•	Empower school leavers to turn knowledge into value through learning
•	Maximise exam pass rates of school leavers
The processes Learning and Development requires to achieve the
people plan are:
•	Determine whether apprenticeship programmes suit your organisation
•	Select a training provider that works with you to deliver a programme
and service to meet your company’s and learners’ needs
The resources Learning and Development requires to achieve the
people plan are:
• Line manager(s)
• Training advisor(s)
• Training provider(s)
• Learning administrator(s)
• Professional bodies
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Resourcing
The priorities for Resourcing to achieve the people plan are:
•	Maximise the utilisation of school-leaver trainees to enable
them to develop and add value
•	Achieve average school-leaver utilisation of 90%
(excluding study, holiday, and sickness)
The processes Resourcing requires to achieve the people plan are:
• CRM
• Sales pipeline
• Resource planner
•	Timesheets, WIP and billing system
The resources Resourcing requires to achieve the people strategy are:
• Resourcing manager(s)
• Resourcing administrator(s)
• Line manager(s)
• Finance administrator(s)

Reward and Benefits
The priorities for Reward and Benefits to achieve the people strategy are:
•	Recognise and reward school leavers in line with their performance
• Define competitive salary progression for school leavers
• Define annual bonus scheme for school leavers
The processes Reward and Benefits requires to achieve the people strategy are:
• Performance management process
• Performance moderation process
• Payroll process
• Market salary intelligence process
The resources Reward and Benefits requires to achieve the people strategy are:
• Line manager(s)
• HR advisor(s)
• Payroll administrator(s)
• Legal representative(s)
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Employee Engagement
The priorities for Employee Engagement to achieve the people plan are:
• Establish a people culture that inspires school leavers to be their best
• Achieve 80% completion rate for annual people survey
• Achieve satisfactory or higher survey response from your school leavers
The processes Employee Engagement requires to achieve the people
plan are:
• People survey development, distribution and analysis process
• Internal communications process
• Employee network process
The resources Employee Engagement requires to achieve the people
plan are:
• HR advisor(s)
• Employee network lead(s)
• Internal comms advisor(s)

Compliance
The priorities for Compliance to achieve the people plan are:
• Meet legal and regulatory requirements for school leavers
• Maintain training employer status with Professional bodies
• Minimise risk of legal claims by school leavers against the organisation
The processes Compliance requires to achieve the people plan are:
• Performance management process
• Continuing professional development process
• Annual returns process
• Annual ethics training
The resources Compliance requires to achieve the people plan are:
• Compliance officer(s)
• Line manager(s)
• Learning and development advisor(s)
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Employer checklist
Employer
Attraction

Do you have a bespoke recruitment
marketing campaign, tailored to
appeal to the school-leaver market?

The stage where
you make your
industry, market
and brand known
to potential schoolleaver candidates

 o you have strong relationships
D
with local schools, with permission
to promote opportunities in your
organisation to year 12/13 students?

Selection
The stage
where you filter
down potential
candidates’
applications
to determine
the final offers

Induction
The stage where
you onboard your
new school-leaver
employees

Progression
The stages that
offer pathways for
your school leavers
to gain further
qualifications, skills
and experience

Retention
The stage where
you provide
incentives for your
school leavers
to remain in your
organisation

School leaver



Are your target school leavers aware
of your industry?
Can your target school leavers name
your organisation and differentiate it
from others in your industry?
Do school leavers consider your
organisation aspirational to join?

Third parties
Is your chosen professional body
involved in promoting opportunities
to school leavers?
Are your clients aware of your
intention to allocate school leavers
to their engagements and are they
bought in?

Do you have a bespoke recruitment
selection process, tailored to look
more at future potential of candidates
rather than past performance?

Are school-leaver candidates
educated in your selection process
and aware of what is expected of
them at each stage?

Do you provide interviewers and
assessors with unconscious bias
training to mitigate the risks of
making assumptions about school
leavers’ potential?

Are school leavers provided with
access to tools to assist them with
their application
(e.g. interview skills training)?

Do you have in place a structured
programme for the school leavers’
first week in the office?

Have your successful candidates
achieved the academic
entry requirements to join
the programme?

Do you need to engage third-party
organisations to provide specific
skills training (e.g. professional image
consultants, business writing skills)?

Have successful candidates
been informed where to report
on their first day of work and
what to bring with them?

Have you invited your training provider
and professional body to introduce
themselves to your school leavers?

Have your school leavers signed
and accepted the terms of their
training contract?

Does your chosen professional
body and training provider offer a
flexible pathway to completing the
qualification, reflecting the varying
levels of ability of school leavers?

Do you have a bespoke induction
programme to welcome your school
leavers into your organisations?

Have you designed and
communicated a clear progression
route for school leavers during their
training contract?
Is your learning and development
curriculum reflective of the school
leavers’ anticipated progression and
expectations of the business?
Do you offer a competitive reward
package for school leavers upon
joining, throughout their training
contract and upon qualification?
 ave you evaluated the
H
appropriateness of your benefits
package for school leavers?
eg. car leasing, company credit
card, student loans.

Are your school leavers aware
of the differences between their
progression pathway and that of
your graduates?

Are school leavers aware of the
minimum standards required to
remain on the programme?
Are school leavers made aware
of any costs to be repaid in the
event of early termination of their
training contract?

Does the provider of your
recruitment assessment process
have access to the latest
developments in selecting diverse,
high-performing talent?
Is your chosen training provider
aware of your criteria for selecting
candidates for your school-leaver
programme?

Do you know the implications on
your apprenticeship levy balance
of any school leaver contract
terminations?
Do you have appropriate
mechanisms for clients to
report back on the performance
on your school leavers?

This checklist is not intended to be exhaustive, but can help with assessing your readiness
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Implementation
What does your school-leaver
programme look like in the future?
How do you take your school-leaver programme to the next
level? The very best programmes are not made, they are remade.
A continuing process of monitoring impact, evaluation of
feedback from key stakeholders and the introduction of marginal
improvements in design and delivery are required to make your
programme best in class.
In this section we will:
•	outline the key stakeholders in your plan to transform your
school leaver programme;
•	provide examples of the strategies you can implement at each
stage of the process to close the gap between your current
position and your desired future position;
•	share case studies of organisations already benefitting from
the skills and experience of school leavers; and
•	troubleshoot some issues commonly identified by employers,
that may arise during the early stages of implementation of
your school-leaver programme.

Ensuring you
implement a successful
recruitment and
development strategy
for school leavers
requires collaboration
between four parties.

Closing the gap
Ensuring you implement a
successful recruitment and
development strategy for school
leavers requires collaboration
between four parties:

The transformation triangle
Employer

• you, the Employer
• the School Leaver
• the Training Provider
• the Professional Body
To close the gap between your
programme’s current position
and your desired future position,
each party must achieve excellence
in the delivery of its contribution
to your school-leaver programme
– this is illustrated by the
‘transformation triangle’ to the right.

School leaver

Professional body
e.g. AAT

Training provider
e.g. First Intuition
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Let’s now examine some of the strategies you can implement at each stage of the process to achieve
the next level of success for your programme. Each suggested strategy has been categorised based
on the ease of implementation and the likely impact on your programme.

Impact on programme stage

High

Complex changes
that do not require
input from external
providers/simple changes
that may require input
from external providers.

Quick wins that
are easy to implement
without much effort.

Fundamental and
complex changes in
approach to strategy
and/or operations,
often with input from
a variety of different
business areas,
training providers and
professional bodies.

Low
Easy

Difficulty of implementation

Hard

Attraction
Future
position

Current
position

Employer notes:

Revise your
recruitment marketing
materials to include
content specifically
designed to attract
school leavers.

Contact your chosen
professional body
to ensure schoolleaver roles in your
organisation are
included in their list
of opportunities
available and highlighted
in their own attraction
campaigns.

Design and implement
a bespoke work
placement programme
for Year 12/13 school
children in collaboration
with target schools
in your area. Include
work experience
opportunities, alongside
skills training (e.g. CV
writing, interview skills).

A market-leading
campaign of brand
awareness in
relevant schools
and colleges local
to your office, with a
variety of initiatives
to engage potential
candidates in activities
to demonstrate
potential.
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Selection

Current
position

Remove information
on name of school/
college from candidates
application to prevent
unconscious bias.

Introduce a matrix
scorecard for assessing
potential candidates
that allows assessors
to consider their overall
performance during
selection; allowing
mitigating factors
against areas of
under-performance.

Design and implement
a fast-track
selection process
for candidates from
partner schools, that
incorporates metrics
of assessment based
on performance in
the workplace during
work placement scheme
along with additional
targets agreed with
school.

Future
position
A flexible and evidencebased process of
selection for candidates
with the greatest
potential to succeed on
your programme.
Encourages selection
of diverse talent,
surpassing industryleading metrics.

Employer notes:

Induction

Current
position

Employer notes:

Future
position

Allocate a ‘buddy’ to
each school leaver from
their home department
to act as a mentor
during their induction to
your organisation.

Introduce bespoke
skills training for school
leavers on your induction
programme, focussing
on areas including
critical thinking,
professionalism in
the workplace and
professional image.

Design and implement
an induction
programme covering
the first three
months of the school
leaver’s training
contract integrating
organisation awareness
training, skills
training, professional
qualification training
and performance
management process.

A best-in-class
on-boarding process
that lives up to the
promises made in
your recruitment and
marketing materials.
Enables a successful
transition for school
leavers from the
classroom to the
office and establishes
your expectations of
them.
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Progression

Current
position

Brief your line
managers to ensure
they have a good
understanding of the
differences between
graduate and schoolleaver progression.

Revise your exam
termination policies
to remove one/two
strikes policies and
instead encourage and
reward progression,
commitment
to learning and
value added in the
workplace.

Work in partnership
with your chosen
professional body
and training provider
to develop a bespoke
programme pathway,
with multiple routes to
qualification, multiple
stopping off points at
different levels and
opportunities to transfer
to other areas of your
organisation.

Future
position
Availability of a variety of
pathways to progression,
reflecting the different
requirements of each
programme and the
variety of learning
capabilities of your
school leavers.
Provides a number of
stopping off points
with transferable
qualifications and skills.

Employer notes:

Retention

Current
position

Employer notes:

Ensure salaries and
benefits of graduates
and school leavers
achieve parity at
common points of
progression.

Offer opportunities
for school leavers
to fast track
to higher level
qualifications, based
on performance
in entry-level
qualifications and in
the workplace.

Establish a policy
of promoting highperforming school leavers
to manager within one
year of completing a
higher-level qualification
programme (e.g.
ACA with associated
salary and benefits
package). Alternatively,
offer a guarantee of a
secondment to their
preferred business area.

Future
position
A compelling and
competitive reward
and recognition
strategy. Varied
salary and benefits
packages with
opportunities to work
flexibly, second to
other departments
within your business
and fast-track routes
to promotion.
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Employer case study
You’ve read about the changes in the landscape for talent and the
compelling benefits of employing school leavers. You’ve considered your
organisation’s readiness to development and implement a successful
school-leaver programme and seen examples of the strategies to close
the gap at each stage of the process.
Now let’s take a look at an organisation which has benefitted from
the implementation of its own school-leaver programmes. We will set
out the people strategy challenge the organisation faced, the solution
implemented, and the outcome it has led to for the organisation and its
school leavers.

Our apprentices have
impressed our managers
with their positive
attitude, good work
ethic and willingness to
learn, which has induced
a positive reaction
within the business and
highlighted what they can
bring to the firm.

HW Fisher and Co.
Chloe Bourne and Francesca Rubie, from the Professional Training
Team at HW Fisher and Company outline their organisation’s response
to the growing trend for employing school leavers.
People strategy challenge
“The number of school leavers not wishing to attend university has
grown significantly in recent years, resulting in a vast talent pool of
students of a certain age looking to gain a professional qualification.”

Solution
“In the past we would only recruit graduates to study for AAT and
ACA but, by implementing the school-leaver programme, we are now
able to differentiate clearly between the role and responsibilities of an
office-based AAT student and an ACA trainee.
“The recruitment process was modified slightly following the
implementation of the school-leaver programme. The process involves
two stages; the first being a group interview session and the second
being a one-to-one interview with two managers from the relevant
departments. Every year, we attend university careers fairs to promote
our ACA graduate scheme; however, additionally, in the last year, we
have also visited schools to promote our school-leaver programme
and build a rapport with the schools and students.”

Outcome
“The firm has fully embraced and
integrated younger professionals
into the workforce.
“We have found our school
leavers to be very dedicated,
professional and committed
to both working and studying
to obtain their qualifications.
Upon qualifying as an AAT,
mostof our students have
been/ will be offered the
opportunity to study towards
another qualification such as
ACA, which enables us to keep
the students in the business
for an additional three years.
“By developing a school-leaver
programme, we have expanded
our workforce and created
excellent opportunities for this
growing talent pool.”
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Troubleshooting your school-leaver programme
and strategies for overcoming these challenges
Here we look at some of the challenges, commonly cited by employers, that may arise when employing school leavers.

Maturity

Maturity is a combination of self-confidence, discipline and emotional
intelligence. Your organisation may encounter some initial behavioural
issues with school leavers who lack maturity.
Examples of strategies to minimise unwanted behavioural issues
include:
•	screening for evidence during the recruitment process of rational
thinking applied to problem solving and self-discipline when facing
a challenging situation;
•	clear communication of your organisation’s employee handbook
(including expectations of behaviour, dress code, dignity at work
policy etc.); and
•	application of a robust performance management process, including
adoption of personal improvement plans where applicable, using a
suitably qualified line manager/HR specialist.

Life experience

The three extra years’ experience gained by graduates prior to
entering the work force permanently affords them a number of
opportunities to gain life experiences that enhance their employability.
Examples of strategies to identify relevant life experience and skills
in school-leaver candidates include:
•	giving clear examples in recruitment materials (including application
forms) of the breadth of life experiences considered suitable by your
organisation (eg. caring for a family member, a part-time job in a local
supermarket, self-studying for exams without parental support);
•	partnering with a local school to offer structured work placement
opportunities to enable school-leaver candidates to demonstrate the
impact of their life experience in your organisation’s workplace; and
•	offering interview preparation workshops to help school leavers
build confidence in their abilities and learn how to communicate
their skills and experience in an interview.
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Critical thinking
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The ability to apply knowledge, skills and experience to challenge
accepted facts and agreed norms is a fundamental part of higher
education. A graduate degree offers students the opportunity to develop
the critical thinking skills you typically require from your employees.
Examples of strategies to help your school leavers develop their critical
thinking skills include:
•	prioritising professional qualification modules that require critical
thinking skills in the first year of your school-leaver programme;
•	including specific objectives relating to demonstrating ‘healthy
scepticism’ in your school leavers’ initial goals and seeking feedback
on their performance in the workplace; and
•	including business games and client role plays in your induction
process to enable your school leavers to challenge information and
evidence they are presented with.

Supervision

The combination of lack of maturity and limited life experience, along
with an absence of critical thinking, may require you to invest in higher
levels of supervision of school leavers initially.
Examples of strategies to help ensure your school leavers are
appropriately supervised include:
•	allocating each school leaver a ‘buddy’ on their first day in the office,
preferably a colleague who is one year their senior, to act as a mentor
during their first year on the programme;
•	ensuring each school leaver’s line manager is fully briefed on the
details of the programme’s structure, content, development path
etc. so that they can monitor their student’s progress against
agreed targets; and
•	appointing a school-leaver programme manager, with
responsibility for the day-to-day running of the programme and
the monitoring of student’s performance, based on feedback
provided on each engagement.
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